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In the 1740’s King George II became concerned about the French settlement
in the Mississippi River Valley, which included the Ohio, the New, and the Tennessee
Rivers. To counter this development, he encouraged British settlement in Western
Virginia, which included the present states of West Virginia and Kentucky. He set up
the Loyal Company, to which he gave massive land grants. This company was
owned and controlled by the Virginia colonial upper crust, often referred to as the
“First Families of Virginia” or simply as the “FFV”. Dr. Thomas Walker ran the Loyal
Company, and its major owners and managers tended to be neighbors of his, coming
from the general area around Orange & Culpeper, Virginia. Among them were the
Tate and Preston families.
Concerning the Tates, there was Col. John, who had a land grant and fort at
the head of Big Moccasin Creek. He was either a militiaman, or a refugee at Carter’s
Fort at Rye Cove, and moved on to Fort Blackmore, and Fort Houston, before going
on to build his own fort. His brother, Henry, was part owner of the Loyal Company.
Peter La Foucate (1650-1695) was brought to Maryland as an indenture as
an eleven year old child. He was a French Huguenot reputedly from Normandy, and
died in Baltimore, Maryland. Family tradition holds that they came originally from
Alsace, a story compatible with the known history of the Huguenots.
Peter’s son, Captain Josiah Fugate (1688-1757) lived at King George, Virginia.
Josiah’s son John Zachariah Fugate moved to Shenandoah County, Virginia in
the 1750’s. Several of his children moved to the frontier around Castlewood, Va. and
at Tumbez on Big Moccasin Creek. These include Benjamin, Zachariah Senior,
Colbert, and Mary.
Mary married Simon Oxer (Auxier, Oscher). Simon was attacked by Indians
in 1783 at Hamlin’s Mill in Castlewood, but made his escape.
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The present Fugate Farm of Rye Cove, Virginia is made up of portions of
several original land grants. The first was that of Robert Preston, LO I-96, of 1783.
He was a surveyor for the Loyal Co., and was a relative of General Francis Preston, a
major owner of the Salt Works at Saltville. Thomas Tate, brother of John and Henry,
bought LO 41-423 in 1791. One sees in these events that the FFV coveted the rich
karst of Rye Cove, named after the old term for the native prairie grass that throve
here, blue stem.
Colbert Fugate married Col. John Tate’s daughter, Hannah. Another unnamed
Fugate married another of Tate’s daughters. Thus the Fugates became closely
affiliated with the FFV. Colbert and Hannah got a land grant near Fugate’s Hill on
Big Moccasin Creek (LO 40-381) in 1798. Colbert, as he lay dying, bought a farm in
Rye Cove for his son Zachariah. The farm already had a log cabin on it. A newer log
cabin still stands as the central core of the Fugate Mansion House.
Zachariah’s son was Rufus, who lived here during the Civil War. He joined a
local Confederate cavalry or mounted rifle regiment that underwent several name
changes during the War. He fought in the invasion of Kentucky in 1862, at Green
Hill in Lee County, and at the Battle of Saltville in 1864. He rose to the rank of
sergeant. After the War he was sheriff of Scott Co.
During the War the Fugate family moved their slaves into the mansion house,
“for protection”. The chief problem was “Prentice’s Boys”. Clarence Prentice was
the son of a well known proUnion newspaper editor from Louisville, Ky. Clarence
joined the Confederates, and was placed in charge of a group that was stationed in
Lower Castlewood, with the purpose of defending against Union invasion. One day
he slipped off and visited his father in Louisville, and was captured. His father
successfully got Lincoln to release him. Prentice returned to Castlewood, where his
“boys” built a whore house, or a ‘public house’ as it was referred to, which they kept
supplied with food and bedding foraged in Scott County. The Fugate women and
slaves built a secret compartment in the Fugate Mansion House to protect their food,
bedding, and possibly the slaves themselves, from Prentice’s Boys.
One day Prentice’s Boys had been foraging in Scott Co. That evening they
went to asleep around a camp fire, and the local ladies from whom they had stolen
supplies, surrounded them. Each lady selected a sleeping man, and upon signal,
bashed his brains out with a hickory maul. They took their food and bedding and
returned home. The citizenry then attacked Prentice’s camp, and burned their
‘public house’.
After the war, the Fugate slaves remained with the Fugates for a year, and
then moved to Rogersville.
The Social Structure of the People
Living on the Fugate Farm
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Society in the Appalachian area at that time was a three-tiered caste system.
The three layers of that system were the White planter class, the tenant farmer
class, and on the bottom – the Blacks. The tenant farmer group was more varied,
and included a group known as ‘share croppers’. For three quarters of a century
after the war most Southern colleges and universities offered a class in ‘Rural
Southern Sociology’, which reviewed at length the interrelationships among these
classes. Who the White planters were is generally understood, and the same is true
of the Blacks. But the tenant farmer class is poorly or incorrectly understood.
At age eight the author’s family’s tenant farmer was his best buddy. He
taught the author how to mow hay with horses, and to rake it with a dump rake, and
how to put it up into the barn loft. He taught him to play cards, and tried to teach
him to smoke. The author grew up hearing his family talk of tenant farmers all his
childhood. Indeed, two of the author’s four sets of great grand parents had come
from tenant farmer families. In order to check out his understanding of the subject,
he reviewed what he knew with both the Fugates and the Lasters of the Duff House
on Wallen’s Creek. All agreed completely. Bruce Robinette, who grew up as a tenant
farmer, and Aaron Davis, who has a Master’s Degree in this general academic area,
added a greater breadth of knowledge and understanding. It is important to
understand the tenant farmer class as they fit in that caste system between the
planters and the Blacks.
The term evolved, and changed significantly by the Civil War. The most basic
definition begins by saying that ‘tenant’ is a synonym for ‘renter’. Before the Civil
War this is want it meant. It was straightforward. The major farms operated on two
different economic and social paradigms. The better land in the bottoms was
farmed using slave labor. Slave labor became unprofitable in Virginia, and in 1830 a
subcommittee of the General Assembly lacked one vote getting a bill presented to
the Assembly as a whole that outlawed slavery. It was the invention of the cotton
gin that breathed new life into that institution in Virginia. While cotton was never
grown commercially in the Commonwealth, selling slaves to the cotton belt in the
Deep South returned slavery to profitability in Virginia. Recall that the importation
of slaves became unconstitutional in 1808.
The edges of the bottomlands of the plantations were in the hills and
mountains. Slave labor just did not function well in these areas, so the planters
rented these regions as small farms to tenants. As an average statement, these
tenants were from a different ethnic group than the planters. They had significant
lineage from the Spanish Moorish slaves of the Spanish colony in North Carolina and
Tennessee. The Spanish government had abandoned them in 1587 when that
government withdrew to St. Augustine, Florida in anticipation of the planned
invasion of England by the Spanish Armada the next year. German pietists had
intermarried extensively with these former Spanish slaves. These pietists had major
theological problems with slavery. Of course, being former slaves themselves, the
descendants of the Spanish Moors hated the institution itself. Before the war broke
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out, many of these ‘tenant farmers’ frequently were abolitionists, and attended
abolitionist oriented churches. As war broke out, they sometimes formed ‘night
riders’, who burned slave owner’s barns. During the war, they often fought for the
Union.
These Moors had originated in the mountains of Morocco, and the southern
mountains of Spain. In the Appalachian area they instinctively settled in the most
mountainous areas. They did not farm in the same sense as the planters, but rather
practiced a hunter-gather life style more similar to that of the Indians. To be sure,
they kept a cow or two, and a mule, and tilled enough corn and hay to get by, but
they did not farm huge fields like the planters.
Before the war, some of the tenants also worked as hired hands for the
plantation owners, and in this capacity they labored in the fields with the slaves.
Some tenants became wealthy enough to own slaves, themselves. The psychological
relationships between the tenant farmers and the slaves became very complex and
contradictory. There was much jealousy, as these two groups were competing with
each other for a certain place in society.
After the Civil War most of the slaves left. The degree of willingness with
which they did so varied greatly. In some cases they left with enthusiasm. In the
cases of both the Duffs and the Fugates, the parting was done with some degree of
regret. The former Fugate slaves stayed in Rye Cove for a year before they moved to
Rogersville, Tennessee. With the removal of slave selling as the basis for viability of
the institution in Virginia, the former slaves could not be fed by a continuation, even
under a different economic system, on their former plantations. Some of the former
Duff slaves asked if they could stay, but were told to leave. In some cases, their
former owners offered them the choice to leave, or to stay as compensated farm
labors. This arrangement could take on different aspects of the tenant farmer, or of
the sharecropper economic models. In some cases, they even wound up owning the
farms on which they had formerly been slaves. In most cases, they left.
With startling quickness, the role played by the departed slaves was assumed
by the tenant farmers. However, the economic relationship between the former
plantation owner, now just a ‘farmer’, and the tenant farmer class changed
completely. No longer was the ‘tenant’ an independent renter, who made his own
decisions about what to do. He moved onto the bottomland farms, often actually
occupying the former slave’s quarters. He paid no cash in rent, as there was little
cash, but swapped his labor for a shack and a small stipend. He lost his discretion
on what he did, and followed the dictates of the farmer. The term ‘tenant’ persisted,
but he was no longer a renter.
It should be noted that the economic arrangements between the hiring farm
owner and the tenant farmer varied considerably, and were negotiable. The tenants
became very mobile, frequently changing locations annually. They were so mobile
that in later years the government classified them as migrant workers.
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There was always tension between these three classes. Most interesting, and
most often written about in scholarly articles, was the mindset of the tenant farmer
class. They often had been on opposite sides from their farmer bosses during the
Civil War. They changed locations very frequently, and their hunter-gather habits
were deemed by their employers as being “shiftless and lazy”.
Their attitudes toward the Blacks is best described as having been a ‘highly
polarized ambivalence’. The tenants were the lowest rung of White society. They
had a psychological need to make it plain to everyone that they were superior to
someone, and the only available candidates were the Blacks. Much of the White
against Black violence of the Jim Crow era came from the tenant farmer class. On
the other hand, their ancestors having been slaves once themselves, they had
sympathy for the Blacks, and often developed functional ‘co-dependent’
relationships with the Black Communities that was impossible for the former
Planter class.
It was important, during the era of the tenant farmer, to preserve the
boundaries among the classes. It would greatly upset a tenant farmer to be
confused with either a ‘hired hand’, or with a ‘share cropper’. Many current
scholarly articles commit this sin. A hired hand was beneath the tenant farmer. He
worked for wages on a daily basis. He did not live on his employer’s farm. He
worked only during the peak seasons of demand. The typical wage in the post Civil
War period for a hired hand to hoe corn from dawn to dusk was fifty cents and a
lunch of cold cornbread and buttermilk. A sharecropper most commonly lived in
the cotton belt, and was usually (but not always) Black. He lived on his employer’s
farm, and was given the wherewithal to farm, such as seed and fertilizer. He made
his own decisions about farming, and at harvest he shared the fruits of his labor
with his boss. On the surface, this would seem to justify a higher status in the caste
system than the tenant farmer, but such was not the case.
The unspoken truth of the matter of animosity between the tenant farmer
and the sharecropper was that these terms denoted not only different competing
economic systems, but also a matter of skin color. Caucasians of Spanish descent
could be fairly dark complexioned, and were sometimes mistaken for mulattoes.
Exceptions existed, but as a general statement tenant farmers were of some Spanish
descent, and the sharecroppers more likely were Black.
All these socioeconomic systems died a natural death in mid Twentieth
Century. It is the goal of this essay to assist in the understanding of how this society
functioned in the Appalachian area.
The Land Titles
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The land title business in Southwest Virginia has been the purview of the
First Families of Virginia ever since King George II had started the Loyal Company
just before the French and Indian War. The earlier the date of the land grant, and
the higher the quality of the soil, or its location on prominent routes of travel, the
more likely the owner was connected to the FFV. Such is the case with the land that
one day came to be the Fugate Farm.
Rye Cove was a highly sought after destination for several reasons. It is karst
land, which means that it lies on limestone. Limestone is natural fertilizer, and the
prairie grass ‘blue stem’ – also called rye grass by the pioneers – grew on karst in
abundance. The large wild game, such as buffalo, elk, and deer throve in such
natural pastures. The two main versions of the Great Warrior’s Path traverse Rye
Cove.
Rye Cove was so strategically located that it was first explored by members
of the militia garrison at Glade Hollow Fort of Lebanon during Lord Dunmore’s War
of 1774. In 1776 it was fortified, and a series of great battles and protracted sieges
were fought here. Though the fort held, the Cove was evacuated later that year, and
the area remained too dangerous for settlers to live in until after the Revolutionary
War in 1783.
The first land grant of land (LO I-96) that was to be included in the Fugate
Farm was awarded in 1783 to Robert Preston. He is an outstanding example of the
FFV buying up the best land early on. Preston was one of the surveyors for the
Loyal Company, which was the major owner of land west of the James River Valley.
He also was surveyor for Washington and Montgomery Counties, of which Rye Cove
was once a part. He was related to the owners of the Salt Works at Saltville.
The next series of grants (LO Q-118, Q-116, Q-109, & P689) that were later to
be included within the Fugate Farm were awarded to William Nash. Virginia had
several men of that name in that era, most were of the same family. They were
neighbors of Dr. Thomas Walker, the head of the Loyal Company; and of General
Joseph Martin, that company’s major promoter. The region concerned is near the
border between Culpepper and Orange County. The William Nash of significance to
the Fugate Farm likely was the IVth based on age. He was awarded LO Q-118 as his
settlement right, which he got because he held the position with the Loyal Company
of ‘adjustor of patent titles’ for Washington and Montgomery Counties. This
important position was usually awarded to a well connected FFV, and such a person
held significant power and prestige. Certainly Nash picked for himself the best
lands in Rye Cove, lands which straddled the Clinch Valley route of the Wilderness
Road, especially the one that came to be used after wheeled vehicles began to travel
it. The dates of his tenure in Rye Cove are uncertain. Preston’s grant’s corner that
touches Nash’s settlement right was surveyed in 1782 and mentions that Nash had
‘once lived’ there. Either Nash had moved to another site on his Rye Cove estate, or
had left the region completely, and finished the process of buying his grants in 1785
after he had left. A William Nash got a grant near Lebanon in 1799 (LO 41-331), and
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a person of the same name about the same time period got grants on Elk Horn
Creek, Kentucky and in Tennessee. He wound up in Missouri.
The Fugates, themselves, were well connected. They had lived in Eastern
Virginia for generations. Colbert Fugate married Hannah, the daughter of Col. John
Tate of Tate’s Fort that was located in the headwaters of Big Moccasin Creek. He
held a court office in Russell County. His brother Henry Tate was part owner of the
Loyal Company. Another brother was Thomas Tate, who bought LO 41-423, which
became part of the Fugate Farm.
Colbert and Hannah had a child named Zachariah Fugate, and it was he that
bought the land in Rye Cove from the unknown purchaser of the original land grants
from Nash et al. The Fugate Plantation House was built after the Fugates bought the
property. It has been added onto several times, with the style of the last addition
being Greek Revival, which was popular from about 1850-1900.
Zachariah’s purchase of the Fugate farm in not recorded in either of the
courthouses of Russell, Lee, or Scott Counties. In his will there is an explanation that
the county seats responsible for his land were changing too fast for him to bother
with this formality. In 1793 Lee County was formed from Russell, and then Scott
County was formed in 1814.
The Virginia Land Grants on line from the Library of Virginia cast confusion
on this standard genealogic story. Land grant 22-487 was made in 1790 to one
Zachariah Fugate. This land grant is located on Big Moccasin Creek just south of
Tumbez and Fugate Hill, and Colbert’s grant on top of Big Moccasin Ridge. This
grant was made just two years after Colbert and Hannah were married, and is the
same year usually designated as the date of birth of Zachariah, the son of Colbert
and Hannah. It seems to be too much to believe that Zachariah, the owner of LO 22487, was not a close relative of Colbert, as they settled at about the same time in
essentially the same place. None of the available Fugate genealogies mention this
Zachariah.
The Fugates of Rye Cove
The First Fugate to move into Southwest Virginia was Colbert. He had been
born in Frederick County, Virginia in 1759, and had married a woman named
Katherine. She died at a time and place unknown, and Colbert begins to appear in
the records of Russell County about 1780. Col. John Tate had settled at the head of
Big Moccasin Creek in 1772(19), and built a fort there in 1776 (13). The Colonel’s
brother was Henry Tate, who was part owner of the Loyal Company, the largest
landowner in Southwest Virginia in the colonial period. In 1788 Colbert married the
daughter of Col. John Tate, Hannah. In 1798 he got a land grant (LO 40-381), which
he had had surveyed in 1795, for 100 acres on the head of Moccasin Creek. They
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soon built a house just downstream from Tate’s Fort at Tumbez, north of Fugate Hill.
Its description is as follows:
“The home of Colbert & Hannah Fugate was built about 1786. Location near
Tumbez, sixteen miles southwest of Lebanon, Russell County and about three
quarters mile east of the Russell-Scott Co. line on Route 513 west of Fugate's
Hill. Administration of Virginia Historical Inventory of Russell County,
Virginia of 1937 listed and described the home as one of the few original log
houses remaining in Russell County, Virginia. Described as a two story double
log home, with roof and shingles. Six rooms, four in the main portion, and two
in the ell. The house was heated by large fireplaces in each room. Home is
described as well-made. The house has a long porch on the west front and a
smaller one in the rear of the building. There are two stone chimneys, one
large central chimney and smaller one on the ell. The foundation of the house
is of stone and underneath the house is a dug out cellar, with stone walls and
an outside entrance; the cellar has a dirt floor. The floors in the house are
of oak plank about four inches wide. Hannah and Isaac and his family continued
to reside in the house. It was sold after the death of Isacc's widow Jane in
1905, and remains occupied as a home in 1985.” (14)

From this point Colbert’s career took off. He became at one time or another
Overseer of a section of road in Russell Co., Constable, Deputy Sherriff, Tax Collector,
Road Surveyor, Levy Collector, and Member of the Virginia House of Delegates. In
1793 he received a bounty for having killed a wolf.
Colbert was the first Fugate to be connected with Rye Cove. Colbert never
lived in Rye Cove, but paid for a farm there for his son, Zachariah. Rye Cove and the
head of Big Moccasin Creek are the width of Clinch Valley apart. The seller of the
farm, John Gibson, Sr., had gotten a land grant just south of Rye Cove (LO 59-504)
for 234 acres in 1810. This grant touched the complex of grants to William Nash
located to Gibson’s north, and as noted elsewhere in this article. It is not known
whether Gibson had bought directly from Nash, or if there had been an intermediate
owner. Colbert became terminally ill in 1819, and wrote his will, an excerpt below
tells the story of the sale of what was to become the Fugate Farm of today:
“I have given to my son Zachariah Fugate the plantation in Scott County which I
purchased of James Gibson Sen. who did not convey the same previous to his
death, some of his heirs have conveyed part of it to my said son Zachariah &
myself. It is my will and I hereby bequeath to my said son Zachariah the said
plantation together with all the other property which I have advanced to him,
and desire that a complete conveyance be made to him of the said land by the
heirs and representatives of the said Gibson, or if they all not make the said
conveyance, that by a suit as ___ he compel them to do so.”(8)

Colbert died later that year. Zachariah, and his wife Susan Seymore, became
the first Fugates to live on the Rye Cove Fugate farm, and started the 200 year’s of
continuous family ownership that continues to this day. However, legal title to that
farm remained clouded until at least the time when he wrote his will, when he wrote
a note of explanation saying that he had never found it convenient to have legally
recorded his deed (15).
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Parallel confirmation of this circumstance is contained in the will of James
Gibson dated 2-13-1819, and on file in Gate City, Virginia, and which states that John
Gibson had sold 230 acres of his farm in Rye Cove to Colbert and Zachariah Fugate
for $1,200(20).
The Fugates of today have been told that their Plantation House already
existed when their family bought the farm. The oldest architectural style involved in
the house construction excludes this. It likely was the place where Rufus B. Fugate,
the son of Zachariah and Susan, was born in 1828. As an adult he became Sherriff of
Scott County in 1859 (4). During the Civil War he became sgt. in the 25th Reg. Va. Cav.
CSA (1). This unit is also known as Trigg’s Battalion (Mounted Rifles) of Partisan
Rangers. Prior to July 6, 1864 it had been known as the 27th Reg. (5). This unit is
known to have been stationed in Scott, Green, and Page Counties, and to have
participated in the 1862 invasion of Kentucky via Pound Gap under General
Humphrey Marshall. Later the unit was sent to Lee at Petersburg, but soon returned
to Green Hill in Lee County, where they fought a campaign against Union
partisans(6). Ultimately they fought in the First Battle of Saltville.
While Rufus was away fighting for the Confederate Army, his wife Sarah Jane,
had to run the plantation alone. She moved the slaves into the house for
protection(16). She had the slaves build a cleverly designed secret compartment
within the house to hide their food from foragers. They constructed a false ceiling in
the living room and hall, with a trap door to an upstairs bedroom, leaving a three
foot high space. Perversely, the soldiers that Sarah Jane had to protect her
household from were the Confederate troops of Clarence Prentice, who were more
or less permanently stationed in Lower Castlewood, tasked with the job of
preventing Union invasion through the upper reaches of the Big Sandy River. We
know that it was ‘Prentice’s Boys’ that were the offenders, as Scott County never had
any Federal troops in its borders. Not only did they forage for themselves, but also
to provide for the whore house that they maintained(18). (see footnote at the end of
this essay)
With the freeing of the slaves at the end of the Civil War, the former Fugate
slaves remained voluntarily in Rye Cove for a year before moving to Rogersville,
Tenn.
After Rufus, three generations of James Fugates lived in the Plantation House,
before the present J. E. and wife Donna, and Charles and wife Ann – each of whom
pulled a stint living in their ancestral house.
The Plantation House has become the focal point for family reunions of both
the White and the Black Fugates, the descendants of the former slaves(21).
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THE FUGATE FARM LIES ROUGHLY IN THE CENTER OF THIS COMPLEX OF GRANTS,
WHICH IS PRIMARILY THE GRANTS OF WILLIAM NASH
LEGEND FOR MAP OF FUGATE FARM LAND GRANTS
REFRENCES ARE TO THE VIRGINIA STATE LIBRARY’S LAND OFFICE RECORDS

Q-118 – to William Nash as his settlement right – dated June 1, 1785 – 400 acres
Q-116 – to William Nash as part of his preemption warrant – dated June 1, 1785 –
465 acres
Q-109 – to William Nash as part of his preemption warrant – dated June 1, 1785 –
343 acres
P-689 – to William Nash as part of his preemption warrant – dated June 1, 1785 –
160 Acres
41-423 – to Thomas Tate – Treasury warrant – dated 1798 – 534 acres
I-96 – to Robert Preston – Treasury warrant – dated 1783 – 320 acres
22-172 – to Reuben Smith – Treasury warrant – dated 1780 – 400 acres
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PAGE #1 OF LO I-96
TO ROBERT PRESTON
1783
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PAGE #2 OF LO I-96
TO ROBERT PRESTON
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PAGE #3 OF LO I-96
TO ROBERT PRESTON
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PAGE #1 OF LO Q-109
TO
WILLIAM NASH
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PAGE #2 LO Q-109
TO WILLIAM NASH
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PAGE #1 LO 41-423
TO WILLIAM NASH
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PAGE #2 LO 41-423
TO WILLIAM NASH
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PAGE #3 LO 41-423
TO WILLIAM NASH
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THE FUGATE MANSION HOUSE
(BEFORE RENOVATIONS OF 2019)

THE NEWEST PART OF THE HOUSE WAS LOCATED TO THE FAR LEFT REAR
(WEST), AN ADDITION TO THE KITCHEN, WHICH SURROUNDS THE MASSIVE
CHIMNEY. JOINING THE KITCHEN TO THE MAIN HOUSE WAS AS DOG TROT,
WHICH WAS LATER TURNED INTO A DINING ROOM. THE GREEK REVIVAL MAIN
MANSION HOUSE WAS BUILT OF A TWO STORY LOG CABIN TO THE NORTH, AND A
FRAME STRUCTURE TO THE SOUTH. THE UPSTAIRS PORCH WAS COMMONLY
CALLED A ‘SLEEPING PORCH’
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SLAVE AND TENANT FARMER QUARTERS
SLAVE QUARTERS, AND LATER THE TENANT QUARTERS, LOCATED ACROSS THE
ROAD FROM THE PLANTATION HOUSE.
THE LOGS ARE KNOTCHED WITH HALF DOVETAIL JOINTS, INDICATING THAT THE
STRUCTURE WAS BUILT AFTER ABOUT 1820. THE CHIMNEY IS BUILT FROM
HAND HEWN LIMESTONE. THE ADDITION TO THE RIGHT WAS BUILT WITH WIRE
NAILS, INDICATING THAT IT WAS BUILT AFTER ABOUT 1870.
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THE SHALLOW STYLED GRATE FIREPLACE INSIDE THE SLAVE QUARTERS, WHICH
WAS A MODIFICATION MADE GENERALLY ABOUT 1880. THIS HOUSE WAS
OCCUPIED BY TENANT FARMERS AFTER THE CIVIL WAR. THE SQUARED LOGS
CLEARLY SHOW THE MARKS OF THE BROAD AX OR ADZ USED IN THEIR
PROCESSING
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LIME KILL, WITH THE CORNER OF THE SLAVE QUARTERS IN THE LEFT REAR.
ALTERNATE LAYERS OF FIRE WOOD AND LIMESTONE WERE STACKED IN THIS
TRENCH, AND THE LOT OF IT COVERED WITH DIRT. THE WOOD WAS SET ON
FIRE, AND THE RESULTANT ‘QUICK LIME’ WAS USED AS FERTILIZER, WHITE
WASH, OR POOR QUALITY MORTER
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STONE WALLS BUILT BY SLAVES AND TENANT FARMERS LINE THE CLINCH
VALLEY BRANCH OF THE WILDERNESS ROAD, LATER THE STAGE COACH
FINCASTLE TO CUMBERLAND GAP TURNPIKE, AS IT COARSES ITS WAY THROUGH
THE FUGATE FARM. THE GRADING UNDER THAT POWER POLE IN THE
BACKGROUND WAS DONE IN 1841, AND HAS NOT BEEN TOUCHED SINCE. NOTE
THE ABUNDANCE OF CEDAR TREES, A HALMARK OF KARST COUNTRY.
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RUFUS FUGATE IN HIS BRAND NEW CAVALARY UNIFORM
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LO 40-381
GRANT TO COLBERT FUGATE
TUMBEZ, RUSSELL COUNTY ON BIG MOCCASIN RIDGE
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note – line DA corrected to have read 185P instead of 105P – this was a
transcription error made in the field at the time of the survey
LO 22-487
GRANT TO “ZACHIARIAH FUGATE”
ON BIG MOCCASIN CREEK AT TUMBEZ AND FUGATE HILL

FOOTNOTE:
Prentice’s Boys and the Scott Co. Ladies
Lawrence J. Fleenor, Jr.
Sept. 2017
Lieutenant Col. Clarence J. Prentice, commander of the Confederate 7th
Battalion of Cavalry had its main camp in Lower Castlewood, Russell County
Virginia. His father was the editor of a proUnion newspaper in Louisville, Ky.
Prentice came to Wise Co., Virginia, and organized a company of Confederate
‘partisan rangers’, which was composed mostly of deserters from other units,
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including Union ones. Charged with defending Saltville and the Tennessee-Virginia
Railroad from Union invasion from Kentucky, he was more or less permanently
stationed in Castlewood, where he could defend the two fords of the Clinch River
located there. He did take part in several forays into Kentucky, most famously John
Hunt Morgan’s raid. He also took part in the Battle of Crane’s Nest.
During one of his raids into Kentucky, he visited his father in Louisville,
where he was captured. He was taken to a prisoner of war camp, but his father
wrote to President Lincoln, and got him paroled. He promptly returned to Wise Co.
His men became infamous in Russell and Scott Counties for stealing bedding
to support their whorehouse in Castlewood. In the delicate language of the day, this
house was referred to as a “public house”, and its inhabitants as either “public
women” or as “strumpets”.
The citizens wrote letters of complaint to the Confederate officials, both
military and political, all to no avail. One day “Prentice’s Boys” raided deep into
Scott County, picking up bedding for their Battalion whorehouse. That evening, they
built a campfire out in the open, and passed around some whisky that they had also
confiscated. They passed out in a circle around their campfire. The ladies whose
bedding had been stolen organized themselves, and each took a hickory maul with
her. They surrounded the sleeping men, each woman taking a man, and on a signal,
they each bashed the brains out of their chosen man. They took their bedding home.
The citizenry of the neighborhood then attacked Prentice’s camp in Lower
Castlewood, and as a matter of record they burned “one of their houses”. It is not
known if that house was the offending “public house”.

LT. COL. CLARENCE J. PRENTICE
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On August 25, 2017 the Southwest Museum and Historical State Park of Big Stone
Gap, Virginia conducted a practice run on its planned Oct. 7, 2017 tour of the Duff
and Fugate Mansion Houses. In attendance were representatives of the three
groups of peoples who had played roles in the history of the farm. Pictured together
standing in front of the slave / tenant farmer’s house are: front row – the present
owners of the Fugate Farm, James E. Fugate, Charles Fugate; Leon Coleman – the
researcher who connected his lineage of the slave Fugates to the farm; and Wilma
Sloan, who remembers visiting her grandparents who were Fugate tenants living in
the log house behind them; rear row – Evette Fugate from New York, a cousin of
Leon’s; the author who conducted the tour; Retha Cole who coordinated the tour for
the Museum; and Aaron Davis, the head of the Museum. Leon and Wilma made
taped talks, which are on file at the Museum.
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Wilma Sloan showing the rock located off from the northwest corner of the slave
quarters that she remembered as having the names of the Fugate slaves engraved
on it. Some of these names were recognized by slave descendant Leon Coleman,
identified from records on file at the Scott Co. Court House in Gate City, Virginia.
ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURE OF THE FUGATE MANSION HOUSE OF RYE COVE
WITH ESPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE SEQUENCE OF THE OLD RENOVATIONS
Copyright and All Rights Reserved
June 30, 2019
Lawrence J. Fleenor, Jr.
Big Stone Gap Virginia
Charles and Ann Fugate are planning to pass the ancient Fugate Mansion
House that sits on part of their property to their daughter. In this process it was
decided to give the structure a thorough inspection for soundness. It was found that
the massive stone kitchen double fire place and chimney was settling due to lack of a
sufficient foundation, and that the sills of the kitchen and dining room were sitting
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on bare ground, and were rotting. It was decided to tear out the wooden structure,
which was presumed to have been log covered inside and out with modern paneling,
and to salvage the chimney by underpinning it with a massive concrete and cinder
block foundation. It was anticipated that then the presumed log exterior walls
would be restored to their original positions after providing them with sufficient
foundations.

THE MASONRY STRUCTURE HAS A GRATE FIREPLACE ON TWO SIDES; THE NEAR
SIDE WAS THE KITCHEN AND THE FAR SIDE WAS THE DININGROOM.
THE EXPOSED LOG STRUCTURE IS HALL AND STAIRWELL
OF THE ORIGINAL LOG CABIN. TO THE RIGHT OF THE LOG CABIN
IS THE FRAMED ADDITION
The wooden structure of the kitchen and dining room were torn down, and
were found to not be the log cabin structure that had been envisioned before.
Instead, the sills and rafters were chestnut sawed with a circular mill saw. The
studs were the trunks of cedar trees that had been dressed with a toe adz, and
joined with dowels driven into augered holes.
After the above pictures were taken in April 2019, renovation proceeded,
thus exposing the entire western and southern walls of the entire house. One sees
immediately that the southern half of the main house is a frame structure. The
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framing was cut with a circular saw, and the nails used were all wire nails. The
original log cabin was made with massive logs that had been dressed with either a
broad ax or a toe adz, and were joined by half dove tail joints. There was a window
in the lower western wall of the log structure that had been boarded up from the
eastern side of the wall, using circle sawed boards. The main structural elements of
the southern end of the western wall are intermediate between ‘logs’ and ‘framing
timbers’, as they were made by splitting chestnut logs into approximately four inch
thick timbers that were then smoothed with a toe adz, and joined at the corners by
half dovetailed notches as if they had been classic logs. The joints of the left corner
are covered by the piece of vertical lathing that was added later to support the
weather boarding. The upstairs addition over the secondarily framed in space
between the original log cabin and the framed southern framed section is somewhat
exposed, as one can see the floor joists that supported it. They are made of
sawmilled framing. Not even speaking of the dining room / kitchen addition, one
sees that the main house had already undergone several remodelings of different
eras, including the addition of an upstairs.

THE HALF DOVETAIL JOINTS
OF THE SOUTHWEST CORNER
OF THE ENCLOSURE OF THE
FORMER HALL AND
STAIRWELL

When the kitchen was added, the former outside door from the enclosure of
the former dogtrot space was lowered in height and converted into an inside door.
The former window was framed in and covered with one inch chestnut boards
produced by a sawmill that used a circular saw.
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CIRCLE SAW MARKS ON THE INSIDE SHEETING
OF THE DINING ROOM AND KITCHEN

DOWELLED ADZED CEDAR
STUDS
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BLACKSMITH MADE
DOOR LATCH

BLACKSMITH MADE
SPECIAL NAILS
TRUE LENGTH ABOUT
FOUR INCHES

Several pages of a “Bristol Herald-Courier” dated 1895 were attached to the
boarding applied to the log wall from inside the structure that stands between the
double pens (the former dogtrot space) with a combination of paste and tacks. It
was then covered over with the wall boarding from the new addition. It could have
had no other purpose than to have served as a time capsule put there to be
discovered when the building should inevitably be torn down. The nails used were
black smith forged iron nails (not machine cut nails). Interspersed were some wire
nails in the sheeting, but not in the framing. Some of the smith forged nails were
specialty nails that perhaps were for use as coat and hat hangers. An individually
made door latch that had been skillfully crafted by a black smith was found.
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STOVE PIPE THIMBLE CUT IN SOLID LIMESTONE FROM THE
KITCHEN CEILING, AND THE DEEP FACTORY MADE GRATE
FROM THE KITCHEN SIDE OF THE CHIMNEY

THE ‘BRISTOL HERALDCOURIER’ ATTACHED TO THE
WALL BEHIND THE LADDER
AND UNDER THE FORMER
WINDOW
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The massive stone chimney contained factory made cast iron grates on either
side, with the stones having been mortared in place. The grates are of a large size
that made them capable of containing either firewood or coal. A stove pipe thimble
had been cut into the chimney eccentrically, and daubed into the hole with mud.
Similarly a thimble had been cut into a large square of limestone which was held in
place in the ceiling of the kitchen by a mill sawed wooden frame. The kitchen
actually consisted of two different periods of construction, with the oldest being
attached to the back side of the house and extending to approximately five feet to
the other side (western) side of the chimney. At a later date an approximate ten foot
space had been added to the westernmost aspect of the kitchen.
Between April and June 2019 further removal of the newer weatherboarding
was removed, allowing more analysis of the structure.

THE SOUTHEASTERN CORNER OF THE MAIN HOUSE SHOWING CIRCLE SAWED
FRAMING AND WIRE NAILS

Therefore, the Fugate Mansion House consists of a complex of additions and
alterations built at different times and by different techniques. The most likely
sequence of construction of these units can be fairly well established at this time.
What seems to be the likely sequence of construction, together with their
approximate dates, is as follows:
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1 – A survey in the possession of Charles Fugate for Robert Preston’s land grant LO
I-96 dated 1782, and which touches the tract where the Fugate Mansion House sits,
notes that William Nash had once lived on this adjoining grant. Nash’s land passed
to John Gibson, Sr., who sold it to Colbert Fugate, who gave it to his son Zachariah in
1819. That tract of land is where the Fugate Mansion now sits, and belongs to
Charles Fugate, a descendant of Zachariah. All this land is karst, and the only spring
on this tract is the one used by the current Fugate Mansion. The Nash cabin would
have had to have used this same spring. As the area was still being raided by
Indians as late as 1794, that cabin would have been located within accurate rifle
shot – say 150 yards. Given the time and place this structure was most likely a
single story simple single pen log cabin.
2 – The half dovetail log cabin joint came into this area abruptly about 1820, and
quickly stopped the usage of the ‘V’ notch in housing (it continued to be used in out
buildings for many years afterward). The current log structure contains no ‘V’
notches, but only half dove tailed ones. Therefore, none of the existing Fugate
Mansion House was part of the cabin of Nash, which was likely built close by, or
could have even sat on the current site of the Fugate Mansion. It was in 1819 that
Colbert Fugate bought the Nash farm for his son Zachariah.

NORTHWEST UPPER STORY
CORNER WITH TRUE HEWN
LOGS WITH HALF DOVE TAIL
NOTCHES
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3 – A machine to make sheet steel stovepipe was invented in 1840. Stoves that
mated with stovepipe had to become commonplace, as well as the stovepipe to have
become available in the rural South. Blacksmith forged cast iron nails were still the
standard, with machine cut nails coming into use just before 1861. Wire nails came
into use about the Civil War, later in the South than in the North.

JUNCTION BETWEEN THE THINNED LOGS / TIMBERS AND THE CIRCLE SAWED
FRAMING ON THE WESTEERN WALL
4 – The most likely sequence of construction and remodeling of the Fugate Mansion
House therefore would be that a single story log structure was built at the time that
the Fugates bought the farm. Colbert’s will states that he did not register this
purchase because the county lines were being redrawn too quickly for him to have
known where to have gone to register the purchase. Lee Co. split off of Russell in
1793, and Scott Col was formed in 1814. Therefore the window of opportunity for
the purchase was about 1793-1814. Colbert wrote his will, and died in 1819.
Therefore, his son Zachariah inherited the Rye Cove farm that year. That is the
approximate date that the half dove tail joint came into use in the larger region.
Therefore, it seems likely that the lower story of the log cabin was built about this
time. A few years later the second floor to the log cabin was built, and a stair way
enclosed in a hall was built along its outside southern wall. At this time the kitchen
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was added, and was connected to the hall by a dog trot. This type of structure
consisted of a roof and a floor, but no walls. The oldest part of the kitchen was built
using cut nails and timbers dressed with a toe adz. There were no provisions for the
use of stove pipe in the original kitchen. Stove pipe was invented about 1840,
though its use likely took a while to catch on.

THE WESTERN ASPECT OF THE HOUSE AS OF JUNE 2019, SHOWING THE NORTHERN UPPER STORY
LOG HALF OF THE HOUSE, THE SOUTHERN FRAMED HALF, AND THE TOTALLY RECONSTRUCTED
KITCHEN / DINING ROOM WITH ITS DOUBLE FIREPLACE AND CHIMNEY

5 – Circle saws driven by steam engines came into the area approximately about
1890. Wire nails came into common usage about 1870-80. The newspaper / time
capsule in the partition created by the remodling of the kitchen, and of the stairway
/ hall is dated 1895. The framed southern addition to the main house, the
remodeling and extension of the kitchen, the conversion of the dog trot to a dining
room, and the lowering of the hall western door, and the closure of the hall western
window likely occurred at the same time. That date seems to have been 1895.
Greek Revival architecture was still in vogue at that time. At this point in time the
fireplace, chimney, and roof of the kitchen were retrofitted to accept stove pipe.
6- The secret lowered ceiling space for hiding food was built over the hall stairwell
and the northernmost of the log cabin between 1861-1865.
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This was the last major alteration made to the Mansion House until mid
Twentieth Century when the oil furnace from the Houston Hotel in Appalachia was
added, and later modern siding was added to the exterior.
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